Let A0 be the valuation ring of a finite extension K0 of Q and A D AQ be a complete discrete valuation ring with the perfect residue field. We consider the endomorphism rings of «-dimensional formal ^-modules F over A of finite ^"-height with reduction absolutely simple up to isogeny. Especially we prove commutativity of End^ A (F) . Given an arbitrary finite unramified extension Kx of A^0 , a variety of examples (different dimensions and different .40-heights) is constructed whose absolute endomorphism rings are isomorphic to the valuation ring of Kx .
Notations
In this paper, a field means a commutative field and we use the following notations. p = a prime number. Z = the ring of p-adic integers.
Q = the field of p-adic numbers. For an extension E/E1 of complete discrete valuation fields, e(E/E') = the ramification index of E over £'. f(E/E') = the residue degree of E over Zs'. MfT) = the total matrix ring of degree / over a ring T.
(a, b) = the (positive) greatest common divisor of integers a and b .
Endomorphism rings
In this paper, a formal group means a formal group law. An «-dimensional formal ^-module over a commutative ^0-algebra S is an «-dimensional commutative formal group over S such that there is an endomorphism [a] of a formal group over S for each a e A0 whose Jacobian matrix is aln ( In = the unit matrix of degree « ) and that a -» [a] is a ring homomophism. If a formal ^l0-module is of height H as a formal group, we define the Af-heigfrt of Y as the number H/[K0 : Qp] (cf. [2] , [3, III. 4.3, 5.5] and [5, V. 29.7.2] ). A formal /l0-hornomorphism over S between formal yl0-modules is a homomorphism over S of the formal groups which commutes with [a] for all a e Af. We write End5 A (f¥) the formal yl0-endomorphism ring of a formal v40-module *F over S. An isogeny over S between formal 0-modules is a formal ,40-homomophism that, as a homomorphism of formal groups, is an isogeny.
Let T be an «-dimensional formal yl0-module over A of finite ^0-height. Let Yk = Y ®Ak be the formal ,40-module over k obtained by reducing the coefficients of Y modulo the maximal ideal of A .
We put A = Q ®z End^ A (Y). A is a A^-algebra. As Y is of finite A0-height, we identify A with its image in Qp®z Yvndk A (Yk) through reduction (cf. [5, IV.21.8.19] We put D = Qp<S>z End^ A (Yk) ■ By assumption (*), D is a division algebra over A:o . We put Q = A ®K K.
The following simple proof of Proposition 1 is due to the referee. In § §3 and 4, we assume that there exists an extension t of x to an automorphism of K.
We write R the ^-module of formal power series x = aht +ah+xt+ H-+ ant"-\-in an indeterminant t, with coefficients an e A, where the exponent « is arbitrary. The ^-module R is made into a ring by the multiplication law (aifbt') = (abx')ti+j for all a, b e A.
We also write ^T We multiply (**) by t"~ from the left. Since « < w + n -1, by the corollary of the lemma we have ciX = 0 (2 < i < n), cik = cx¡+xk+x (1 < i, k < n -1), and cin = 0 (1 < i < n -1). Hence n-;
we have c; =0 if i ^ j and c(¡ = cní¡ for 1 < i < « -1 and so C = diag(cn" ,cnn ,.,.,cm).
Since the annihilator of c, is /?(7rr" ■■■nxn-tm+n(l + td)), from (* * *) we have Finally, for « = 1, the analogous argument holds since the annihilator of ex is R(n-tm+x(l+td)). 
